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 Automotive R&D in New Materials /
Processes
• Why do OEMS and suppliers support R&D?
• Creating Profit Surplus
• Medium to long term view
• Methods to Create Profit Surplus through  
  new Materials and Manufacturing Processes
• Lower cost production through process innovation
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Material in Basic Form













EMAM and MFA, University of Cambridge, Sept. 99
Exchange constants
•  Grasp opportunity!
• Lower risk by systematically
assessing project at an early
stage







Deceleration a* in units of g





































4.5 kg head, impact velocity 11.2 m/s (40 km/hr)  knock down factor 0.25 
  Foam selection
for head protection
(75% of energy absorbed by
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Performance Cost Trade off
 R&D Selection Conclusions
• Better way to Assess New Materials and
Processes for Automotive R&D
• Differentiation
• Lower Costs
• Material Suppliers and Industry Consortiums are
ALL going to tout their material
• Need for in house assessment and prioritisation
• OR standardised methods
